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President’s, 
Message…

New Temperature  
Monitor

Another year is fast coming to an end. Our team has been very busy 
providing value and innovations that exceed our customers’ needs 
and expectations. We are producing a consistent stream of unique, 
quality, American made products, and have an expert customer 
service team to support those products. 

In July our machine shop added 
a second Hass VF2 vertical milling 
machine which affords us even 
greater efficiency, allowing us to 
achieve higher output.
 
We have a new electrical engineer 
on our team, Derek Pulis. Derek 
has worked for over 10 years in 
the Digital and Power Conversion 
fields. He is a perfect addition to the Kussmaul Team and will 
contribute to various products including, but not limited to, advanced 
SMPS chargers and cutting edge controls.

I am very proud of our new Auto Charge 1000 PLC. This new charger 
is specially designed for emergency vehicles and the problems 
that they experience relating to charging properly. This charger has 
many new features, but one of particular importance is the Parasitic 
Load Compensation (PLC). Most emergency vehicles have many 
parasitic loads on their systems (flashlights, gas detectors, computers, 
monitoring systems and other items) that can trick a standard 3-step 
charger into over charging the batteries. PLC allows you to input the 
total number of parasitic load amps on the vehicle. The charger  then 
shifts the absorption stage set point so the battery voltage drops to 
the float voltage when the desired current is reached. In short, the 
parasitic loads are effectively invisible to the charger. This leads to 
longer battery life and no overcharging or overheating. 

Wishing all a healthy and happy holiday season.

We are proud to announce the introduction of  a dash 
mounted vehicle accessory, which provides immense and 
diverse utility in a design that assures ease of installation 
whether on a new vehicle or a retrofit. The New Temperature 
Monitor P/N 091-224 connects easily to a 12 Volt switched 
ignition, and snaps into any standard vehicle switch panel 
cutout, providing vehicle operators remote ambient 
temperature readings on their dashboard. 

The monitor collects temperature data by means of a water-
resistant remote sensor, and presents the reading on a seven 
segment green-LED display. It is available in both Fahrenheit 
and Celsius models, and is backed by a three year warranty. 
Installers will appreciate the flexibility they have in choosing 
where they may mount the sensor, as the Temperature Monitor 
arrives standard with a sixteen foot cable. 

Like everything we make, this product was designed with 
emergency vehicle operators in mind, and a central feature of 
our temperature monitor came to us 
upon suggestion of a veteran of 
the industry. When the sensor 
registers that the temperature 
has dropped below freezing 
32° F, the display begins to 
blink, warning the driver of 
the  potential for an icy road.  

091-224

Derek Pulis
Electrical Engineer



On The Lighter Side

Engineering Has Grown….

January 22- 24 2015
Fire Rescue East, #1121
Ocean Center
Daytona Beach, FL
 
January 28-29 2015
Firehouse World # 1238
San Diego Convention Center
San Diego, CA

February 21-22 2015    
Fire Rescue EMS Mega Show #127
Nassau Veterans Coliseum 
Uniondale, NY

February 26-28 2015 
EMS Today #1821
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore, MD

April 16 - 18 2015  
Saskatchewan Fire Chiefs 
Credit Union I-Plex
Swift Current, Canada

April 22 - 25 2015 
FDIC #7020 
Lucas Oil Stadium
Indianapolis, IN

April 22 - 25 2015
FDIC #3123
Convention Center
Indianapolis, IN

May 3 - 4 2015
Ontario Association of Fire Chiefs
Toronto Congress Center
Toronto, ON

The engineering department at Kussmaul has grown to five as we head into our 48th year. We have gathered a 
group of talented individuals who respond to the industry’s needs with a never ending supply of new products. 
Ernie is still here providing years of expertise to special new product designs, Phil Sgroi who joined us 5 years 
ago is a Project Engineer working on design and development as well as providing troubleshooting and repair 
training to Emergency Vehicle Technician groups throughout the United States. Paul Lamattina a Design 
Engineer joined us two years ago and has impacted some of our newest designs such as the Dual USB Charger. 
Someone who has been in the department for many years is Bill Johnson,  responsible for the cad drawings 
of all Kussmaul products and designs. Our newest addition is Derek Pulis, an Electrical Engineer specializing in 
Power Conversion and Digital Design. 

The best part of having 
such a great group of 
engineers is the interaction 
between them. Under the 
direction of Tom Nugent, 
this group shares their 
expertise and collaborates 
towards a common goal, 
creating exciting new 
products for all of  
our customers. 

Upcoming Shows

Pictured above front left to right; Ernie Kussmaul, Phil Sgroi, Derek Pulis,  
Paul Lamattina and Bill Johnson

Wow! The engineers 
at Kussmaul are really taking 
products to a higher level. 

First the Auto Eject, 
then the Air Eject…
but a Seat Eject?
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General Description
The redesigned Auto Charge 1000, now known as 
the Auto Charge 1000-PLC, model number  
091-215, appears in a familiar package and 
mounts in the same footprint as its very popular 
predecessor. Outside it looks similar, but there are 
many new features and enhancements that add 
to its versatility. The most noticeable visual clue is 
the 8-position DIP switch on the front panel.  This 
allows the user  to configure the charger to suit the 
individual application. 

An Industry Exclusive –  
Introducing Parasitic Load Compensation
Most emergency vehicles have many parasitic 
loads on their systems (flashlights, gas detectors, 
computers, monitoring systems and other 
items) that can trick a standard 3-step charger 
into over charging the batteries. Parasitic Load 
Compensation (PLC) allows you to input the 
vehicles total number of parasitic load amps on 

the vehicle. The charger  then shifts  the absorption 
stage set point so the battery voltage drops to the 
float voltage when the desired current is reached. In 
short, the parasitic loads are effectively invisible to 
the charger. This leads to longer battery life and no 
overcharging or overheating.

 It Now Accommodates Multiple Battery Types
The new AC1000-PLC can be easily configured for 
optimal charging of Lead Acid, Gelled Electrolyte 
(Gel), Absorbent Glass Mat (AGM), or Odyssey® 
types of batteries. The absorption stage voltage 
(while in 3-step mode) and float charging voltages 
are automatically adjusted for maximum  
battery life.

We’ve Added Three-Step Charging Capability 
A pair of switches allows the choice of float or 
3-step charging.  While in the new 3-step mode, a 
choice of one, five or ten hour safety timer values 
are selectable.  This limits the time that the charger 
will be in absorption mode when Parasitic Load 
Compensation is not used. 

We’ve Also Added a Battery Saver Switch
A Battery Saver switch has been added to enable 
use of the built-in, 3 Amp, low ripple battery saver 
output.  If not needed, the Battery Saver output 
may be turned off, enabling an additional 3 Amps 
of charging current (up to 18 Amps total). 

New Auto Charge 1000 PLC 
Advantages of New Features

 Paul Lamattina 
Design Engineer
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 AUTO TOUCH

• Touch On/Touch Off Switch 
• Easy Installation In Vehicle Switch Panel 
• Available As Toggle Or Momentary Operation
• 3 Year Warranty

Touch Sensitive Switch
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Toggle Switch:  
P/N 091-222
Momentary Switch:  
P/N 091-222-MOM

MADE IN THE USAMADE IN THE USA

NEW


